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THE PURPOSE of this note is to give a proof of the following remark made at the end of 
Bredon [l]: The interesting involutions of S5 considered in Bredon [I] coincide with those 
considered in Hirsch-Milnor [2]. In [l], a construction is given, for each integer r, of a dif- 
ferentiable action of O(3) on S5 such that 
(a) the action of SO(3) on S5 is differentiably equivalent to the orthogonal action 
without fixed point; 
(b) if c(, is the element of O(3) of order 2 contained in the center of O(3), then c(, is an 
involution of S5 without fixed point and for any element CI of SO(3) of order 2, c(c(, is an 
involution of S5 of which the fixed point set is a lens space of type (2r + 1, 1). 
In [2], a construction is given, for each integer r, of a differentiable involution p, of Ss 
without fixed point such that 
(c) the orbit space S’/p, is not diffeomorphic to the real projective 5-space for somer. 
In this note, our objective is to exhibit a differentiable equivalence between a, and /?,. 
We first recall the construction of CI, and /j’,. For the sake of convenience, we shall not 
use the same symbols as [l] and [2]. 
Denote by R the real field and by Q the quaternion field. As usual, each u E Q is written 
uO + iu, +ju2 + ku,, where uO, ul, uz, uj E R. Whetiever U, v E Q, we let 
(U, r) = z4&) + U,V, + ZizL’z + U3V3 ;
whenever u E Q, we let 
9(U) = 110, [‘U,\ = (U, u)? 
Also we let 
R3 = {u E Q 1 W(u) = 0}, 
R; = R3 - {0}, 
S2 = {u E R3 1 i/zii = l}: 
S5 = {(u, v) E R3 x R3 1 11~11~ + !jv/12 = I}. 
Let each u E R3 be regarded as the point (u,, u2, uj) of the euclidean 3-space. Then 
for each u E R& there is a O,, E SO(3) such that for all v E R3, 
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e,(u) = uuu - ’ . 
Notice that 8, is the rotation of 180” around the line uR. 
Let U, P E Rz and r an integer. Since 
U--l = -241IzII-2, u-l = -Dij/zi/I-2, 
we infer that 
(e”e”& = (24U)rU(UV)-r = (UV~U(uu>l IIUU/i-2r = (UD)“U @zt ;j-*‘, 
(BJJ,)ru = (uu)~v(uv)-~ = (uu)~~u/Iuz) ;jV2’. 
Let 
M’ = S5 n(R3 x R;), 
M” = S5 n(Ri x R3), 
M~=Mb’=M’nM”=S’n(R~x R;). 
Then there is, for each integer r, a diffeomorphism 
cpr: M;,-+Mb’ 
defined by 
(Pr(U, n) = (@“~“)r% (UWc) 
= ((UU)ZrU//UU/I-2r, (UU)2rZ’/IUL. 81-2’). 
Let M, be the differentiable 5-manifold obtained from the disjoint sum M’ + M” by identi- 
fying M; with M,” by means of cpr. It is shown in [l] that M, is diffeomorphic to S5 and 
that the action of O(3) on M’ + M” such that for any g E O(3) and (u, C) E M’ + M”, 
& 4 = (g(u), cm)> 
commutes with cpI so that it induces a differentiable action of O(3) on M,. It is also shown 
that the action of SO(3) on M, is differentiably equivalent to the orthogonal action of SO(3) 
on S5 without fixed point and that, if tl, denotes the element of O(3) of order 2 contained 
in the center of O(3), then z, is an involution of Mr without fixed point, given by 
cY,(u, 0) = (- U, -u), 
and for any element ;( of SO(3) of order 2, CCCL, is an involution of M, of which the fixed 
point set is a lens space of type (2r + 1, 1). 
Let 
N’ = N” = {(u, L.) E Q x S2 1 (u, n) = 01, 
N;, = N,” = {(u, u) E N’I u # 0). 
Then there is, for each integer r, a diffeomorphism 
II/, : N; -+ Nb’ 
defined by 
@&, V) = (UiiUl:-2, Ur?X4-r(~U(J-1) 
= (uIIuli-2, 242r-rUl!z!j-(2r-i)). 
Let N, be the differentiable 5-manifold obtained from the disjoint sum N’ + N” by 
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identifying Nd with Nl by means of $,. It is shown in [2] that N, is diffeomorphic to S5 and 
that there is a differentiable involution /I,. of N, without fixed point, given by 
B&4 a) = (u, -4. 
It is also shown that for some integer r, for example, r = 2, the orbit space NJ/?, is not 
diffeomorphic to the real projective 5-space. 
Now we assert that for any integer r, cc, and /I, are differentiably equivalent. Let 
1’ ; &f’ + N’, i.” : M” -+ N” 
be defined by 
i’(u, 2.) = ( - ZIL‘- I, vllcll-‘) = (uull~ll-*, vllvll-‘). 
E.“(u, 1;) = (-u-‘c, u/lull-‘) = (uvjlul[-2, ulluli-‘). 
It is easily seen that A and A” are diffeomorphisms and that 
A’(A4;) = N& I”(M;;) = N,“. 
Whenever (u, v) E MA, 
$,J.‘(u, n) = $,(44 -*, 4l4 -9 
= (uullull-2, (2/11)*‘-%l~UD~l -(*r-‘)lloll -I>, 
;lZcpr(U, L’) = A”((uu)*‘u~~z4vlI -*r, (uu)*‘u~luul[ -‘y 
= (uulluIl-*, (uu)*r-lz.lJuL~ll -(2r-‘) l\Dll -I>. 
Therefore 
&A’ = i.“cp, on Md 
and hence there is a diffeomorphism 
A : M, -+ N, 
such that A/M’ = I’ and AIM” = A”. Since 
AX, = fi,A, 
our assertion follows. 
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